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studying the Arabic language. He gained a mastery of it so that he auld express

the most involved and complicated thoughts in exact and careful Arabic. In such a

way that they would be thoroughly understood by any Arab. After attainlrg mastery over

it, he then thought about the way to present the message. He gave much consideration

to the problem, how should he show them that Christianity was ai perior. He took the

very central points of Islam, its belief in the oneness of God, he saw that this was

wonderful as far as it went, but something more was necessary. The God who is one and

only one is imperfect and inferior. In Christianity along is found the perfection of the

God who is one but j'et who is three. In the Trinity he felt wa'e to be found the answers

to the problems of theology,in the death of Christ was found the answer to the needs of

the human heart.
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the gospeI We zrc t4ir o -i4 worked out a n thod which seemed

to him to be the answer to the problem. Soon he was presenting his message in various
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L - fields of science and human thought, but everything was

headed up in one direction, to find a way of reaching the Mohammedan world for Chrt.

Soon he became renowned as a great poet, a great writer, a great thinker. Students

flocked about him, but he was not
satisfied~je~eM~,.,~AAIOA
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departments of o iental studies with particular emphasis on Arabi1n the -.44L44elt/
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